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        Option A: Working in a GROUP 
 
Create a 30second video advertisement 
that sells water to a specific demographic.  
 
 
You will film the advertisement in a group, 
and edit an advertisement individually. 

 
 

 
    Option B: Working as an INDIVIDUAL 
 
You are to create two print advertisements 
that sell water to two different demographics.    
 
 
You must take all photos yourself.  
If you are completing this task it’s advised you 
go to IT and get Photoshop installed in your 
laptop. 

Once you decide what option, you must stick to this. No changes will be accepted. 



How will i use this booklet?
This booklet is created to step you through each stage of the 
Production Design Plan (PDP). This is the planning of your 
advertisement/s.  
 
 
There are two options for this CAT. Working in a group to 
create a video ad, or working by yourself to create two print 
advertisments. Look at the headings in this booklet, as it will 
tell you which one you will need to do. It will say: 

 
(both)= this means no matter which project it needs to be 
done.  
(print)= Only complete this if you are creating the print 
advertisements.  
(video)= Only complete this if you are doing the group 
advertisement. 
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There are lots of different ways you can document your 
brainstorming. Choose what ever style suits you and your content. 
Look through the examples below to help you. 

BRAINSTORM (Both)

Type to enter text

                  
                             WHAT CAN I BRAINSTORM? 

- Possible demographics
- Type of advertisements (humour, serious, voice over etc) 
- Locations
- Message
- How to create desire, and differeination  
- Music 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No media maker creates a completely original product. In fact, 
good media makers are constantly inspired and take from the 
world around them and other media makers. Be proud of this, and 
document it in your PDP. If you have a favourite director that will 
inspire you, document it!

INSPIRATION (Both)
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No media maker creates a completely original product. In fact, 
good media makers are constantly inspired and take from the 
world around them and other media makers. Be proud of this, and 
document it in your PDP. If you have a favourite director that will 
inspire you, document it!

RESEARCH (Both)

 
                     WHAT CAN I RESEARCH?  

- Figures and sales of bottled water. 
- Colours, images and music that would appeal to your 

demographic. 
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TREATMENT  (Both)
A treatment is an overview or outline of what the audience will see in 
your media product. It is what you would give someone as a pitch, or 
to convince them to fund your project.

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?  

Write 1 paragraph that describes what your audience will encounter 
with your media product.  

This is pretty much what will happen on the screen, the plot, or what 
the print advertisement will have on it. 

Want more information?  
 
Visit: http://www.movieoutline.com/articles/how-to-write-a-
treatment.html

http://www.movieoutline.com/articles/how-to-write-a-treatment.html
http://www.movieoutline.com/articles/how-to-write-a-treatment.html
http://www.movieoutline.com/articles/how-to-write-a-treatment.html
http://www.movieoutline.com/articles/how-to-write-a-treatment.html


A script for a NARRATIVE film product
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THE SCRIPT (VIDEO) 

You will need to complete an Audio Visual script, also called 
an A/V Script. This is where you have two columns, one that 
documents what will be seen by the audience, and the other 
that states what will be heard.  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PRESENT'TENSE:'Like'it'is'
happening'now.'Eg.'She'runs,'
sits,'laughs'(avoid'‘ed’s'on'the'

end'of'words)''

ACTIVE'VOICE:'The'sentence'
revolves'around'a'form'of'ac9on.'
The$sentences$are$punchy,$direct$
and$make$it$clear$who’s$doing$

what.'

HOW TO WRITE AN A/V SCRIPT:
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THE STORYBOARD (PRINT)  
FOR PRINT:
 
Storyboarding needs to take place in two different ways: 
 
- A plan of the layout of each page, what will each ad look like. 
 
- A plan of the visual composition of each image or photograph 
that you will include in the ad.  

                             HOW WILL I DO THIS? 
 
Draw a rectangle and sketch what you want the 
advertisement to look like.  
 
Than ANNOTATE (see examples in gallery) to explain 
your choices. 



INTENTION (BOTH)  
What it is:

This is a 200 word statement that articulates the purpose and overall 
concept for your media product.

What isn’t it:

This isn’t a place to document the entire storyline of your video or to 
describe in detail each and every one of your photographs (there 
will be plenty of time for that later!)
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AREAS TO DISCUSS IN YOUR INTENTION STATEMENT 
 
 

Where would this media product be screened? (On what channel, 
or sold where, which magazine?)  
 
How will you create DISIRE and DIFFERENTIATION?  

What is the purpose of my media product? What impact or effect 
do i want to achieve?  



AUDIENCE 
What it is:

This is one of the most important aspects of your PDP and planning 
for your advertisement. 

This is a 200 word statement explaining your DEMOGRAPHIC. It 
should include a description of who they are, what their expectations 
and knowledge might be and why they would be engaging with your 
media product.  
 
What it isn’t

This isn’t a brief generalization eg. ‘my target audience is anyone 
who loves sport’. 
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We#know#that#the#wonderful#
world#of#media#revolves#

around#audience#
consump6on,#and#this#is#in#
fact#how#the#media#makes#it#

money.##
#

The#most#important#factor#to#
remember#here#is#that#you#

need#to#be#specific!##

‘The audience for my film are teenagers’ This will result in an automatic death FAIL.   

 
Who am i creating this media production for?  
What are their interests? What are they passionate about?
What knowledge will the audience bring to my media product?  
Will they be familiar with the content, style or genre? 
What expectations will the audience have of my media product? 
Will it be compared to similar works?  
How will i appeal to this particular audience? 
 
 
Unlike other art subjects you are not required to create a client in 
media, however considering the following factors will help you 
determine your audience.  
 
age 
gender 
interests/passions/hobbies  
level of education 
geographical location  
occupation

AREAS TO DISCUSS IN YOUR AUDIENCE 
STATEMENT


